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Future Sounds
"Inoue has accomplished an extraordinary task, which
is without precedent in the East Asian Fields. To my
knowledge, no author has ever demonstrated as
persuasively as she does that the issues concerning
women's Japanese can be explored in such an
innovative, engaging way. Vicarious Language
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brilliantly displays how effectively Foucauldian
archaeology can be introduced to the study of gender
and language, and undermines any of the previous
studies in English of what is erroneously referred to as
the unique feature of the Japanese language. This is a
superb model of engaged scholarship."—Naoki Sakai,
author of Voices of the Past: The Status of Language
in Eighteenth-Century Japanese Discourse "Miyako
Inoue's Vicarious Language is a work of scholarly
distinction and cultural insight. She explores the
texture of Japanese modernity, its national rituals and
social practices, by way of a sustained, semiotic
analysis of womens' language—the language of selfexpression that women use in intimate and
institutional contexts, and the language used to
define the gendered roles assigned to women within
the powers of patriarchy. Her sources range widely
from scholarly studies to the 'popular opinion'
fostered by newspapers and advertisements; her
excellent ethnography investigates the strategies of
institutions and organisations, while inquiring into the
politics and poetics of everyday life; her analytic
method is, at once, conceptually sophisticated and
textually intensive. This is a work that allows you to
participate in the lifeworld of the Japanese language,
at the illuminating moment when gender relations are
writ large in the social syntax of national life. This is a
book that will make a lasting impression on a range of
disciplines."—Homi K. Bhabha, Anne F.Rothenberg
Professor, Harvard University

Imagine the Sound
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The hidden material histories of music. Music is seen
as the most immaterial of the arts, and recorded
music as a progress of dematerialization—an
evolution from physical discs to invisible digits. In
Decomposed, Kyle Devine offers another perspective.
He shows that recorded music has always been a
significant exploiter of both natural and human
resources, and that its reliance on these resources is
more problematic today than ever before. Devine
uncovers the hidden history of recorded music—what
recordings are made of and what happens to them
when they are disposed of. Devine's story focuses on
three forms of materiality. Before 1950, 78 rpm
records were made of shellac, a bug-based resin.
Between 1950 and 2000, formats such as LPs,
cassettes, and CDs were all made of petroleum-based
plastic. Today, recordings exist as data-based audio
files. Devine describes the people who harvest and
process these materials, from women and children in
the Global South to scientists and industrialists in the
Global North. He reminds us that vinyl records are oil
products, and that the so-called vinyl revival is part of
petrocapitalism. The supposed immateriality of music
as data is belied by the energy required to power the
internet and the devices required to access music
online. We tend to think of the recordings we buy as
finished products. Devine offers an essential
backstory. He reveals how a range of apparently
peripheral people and processes are actually central
to what music is, how it works, and why it matters.

Resounding International Relations
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Does democracy control business, or does business
control democracy? This study of how companies are
bought and sold in four countries - France, Germany,
Japan and the Netherlands - explores this
fundamental question. It does so by examining
variation in the rules of corporate control specifically, whether hostile takeovers are allowed.
Takeovers have high political stakes: they result in
corporate reorganizations, layoffs and the unraveling
of compromises between workers and managers. But
the public rarely pays attention to issues of corporate
control. As a result, political parties and legislatures
are largely absent from this domain. Instead,
organized managers get to make the rules, quietly
drawing on their superior lobbying capacity and the
deference of legislators. These tools, not campaign
donations, are the true founts of managerial political
influence.

Sounds of Vacation
An examination of the role of sound in twentiethcentury arts. This interdisciplinary history and theory
of sound in the arts reads the twentieth century by
listening to it—to the emphatic and exceptional
sounds of modernism and those on the cusp of
postmodernism, recorded sound, noise, silence, the
fluid sounds of immersion and dripping, and the meat
voices of viruses, screams, and bestial cries. Focusing
on Europe in the first half of the century and the
United States in the postwar years, Douglas Kahn
explores aural activities in literature, music, visual
arts, theater, and film. Placing aurality at the center
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of the history of the arts, he revisits key artistic
questions, listening to the sounds that drown out the
politics and poetics that generated them. Artists
discussed include Antonin Artaud, George Brecht,
William Burroughs, John Cage, Sergei Eisenstein,
Fluxus, Allan Kaprow, Michael McClure, Yoko Ono,
Jackson Pollock, Luigi Russolo, and Dziga Vertov.

Millennium
The Das Kapital of the 20th century,Society of the
Spectacle is an essential text, and the main
theoretical work of the Situationists. Few works of
political and cultural theory have been as enduringly
provocative. From its publication amid the social
upheavals of the 1960's, in particular the May 1968
uprisings in France, up to the present day, with global
capitalism seemingly staggering around in it’s Zombie
end-phase, the volatile theses of this book have
decisively transformed debates on the shape of
modernity, capitalism, and everyday life in the late
20th century. This ‘Red and Black’ translation from
1977 is Introduced by Notting Hill armchair
insurrectionary Tom Vague with a galloping time line
and pop-situ verve, and given a more analytical over
view by young upstart thinker Sam Cooper.

Vicarious Language
This book explores a provocative area of inquiry for
critical theory and research into world politics and
popular culture: music. Not just because political
science barely engages with anything musical, but
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also because it is clear that many opportunities for
critical scholarship and reflection on global politics
and economics are present in the spaces and
relationships created by organized sound. It is easy to
focus on the textual elements of music, but there is
more at stake than just the words. Critical reflection
on the intersections between music and politics also
need to take into account the visceral and non-verbal
elements such as counterpoint and harmony,
polyphony and dissonance, noise, rhymes, rhythms,
performance and the visual/aural dimensions to musicmaking.

Street Sounds
Drawing on more than a decade of research in Japan
and the United States, David Novak traces the
"cultural feedback" that generates and sustains Noise,
an underground music genre combining distortion and
electronic effects.

Subcultural Sounds
A highly original approach to the philosophy of
musical experience.

Sounds of the Underground
New and expanded edition of the now classic study in
the phenomenology of sound.

Music, National Identity and the Politics
of Location
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Drawing upon such diverse sources as the archives of
antinoise activists and radio advertisers, catalogs of
fireworks and dental drills, and daybooks of
physicists, travel diaries and civil defense pamphlets,
Schwartz traces the process by which noise today has
become as powerfully metaphorical as the original
Babel.

Audible Geographies in Latin America
As the twentieth century roared on, transformative
technologies—from trains, trams, and automobiles to
radios and loudspeakers—fundamentally changed the
sounds of the Egyptian streets. The cacophony of
everyday life grew louder, and the Egyptian press
featured editorials calling for the regulation of not
only mechanized and amplified sounds, but also the
voices of street vendors, the music of wedding
processions, and even the traditional funerary wails.
Ziad Fahmy offers the first historical examination of
the changing soundscapes of urban Egypt,
highlighting the mundane sounds of street life, while
"listening" to the voices of ordinary people as they
struggle with state authorities for ownership of the
streets. Interweaving infrastructural, cultural, and
social history, Fahmy analyzes the sounds of
modernity, using sounded sources as an analytical
tool for examining the past. Street Sounds also
reveals a political dimension of noise by
demonstrating how the growing middle classes used
sound to distinguish themselves from the Egyptian
masses. This book contextualizes sound, layering
historical analysis with a sensory dimension, bringing
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us closer to the Egyptian streets as lived and
embodied by everyday people.

Society Of The Spectacle
A new, thirtieth-anniversary edition of the landmark
ethnography that introduced the anthropology, or the
cultural study, of sound.

Resonances
Irreversible Noise
What can the sounds of today tell us about the
future? Can an analysis of sound and sonic practices
allow us to make reliable predictions in relation to
wider social phenomena? And what might they tell us
about technology in a world where futurology is such
a frenzied and busy field? In order to answer these
questions, this book tests a range of propositions that
connect noise, sound and music to political, economic
and technological events. Hence it is a book about
historical trajectories and conflicting ideas about time
and the necessity to re-contextualize and interpret
them in the digital age.

Japanoise
Our political system in America is broken, right?
Wrong. The truth is, the American political system is
working exactly how it is designed to work, and it isn't
designed or optimized today to work for us—for
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ordinary citizens. Most people believe that our
political system is a public institution with highminded principles and impartial rules derived from
the Constitution. In reality, it has become a private
industry dominated by a textbook duopoly—the
Democrats and the Republicans—and plagued and
perverted by unhealthy competition between the
players. Tragically, it has therefore become incapable
of delivering solutions to America's key economic and
social challenges. In fact, there's virtually no
connection between our political leaders solving
problems and getting reelected. In The Politics
Industry, business leader and path-breaking political
innovator Katherine Gehl and world-renowned
business strategist Michael Porter take a radical new
approach. They ingeniously apply the tools of
business analysis—and Porter's distinctive Five Forces
framework—to show how the political system
functions just as every other competitive industry
does, and how the duopoly has led to the devastating
outcomes we see today. Using this competition lens,
Gehl and Porter identify the most powerful lever for
change—a strategy comprised of a clear set of
choices in two key areas: how our elections work and
how we make our laws. Their bracing assessment and
practical recommendations cut through the endless
debate about various proposed fixes, such as term
limits and campaign finance reform. The result: true
political innovation. The Politics Industry is an original
and completely nonpartisan guide that will open your
eyes to the true dynamics and profound challenges of
the American political system and provide real
solutions for reshaping the system for the benefit of
all. THE INSTITUTE FOR POLITICAL INNOVATION The
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authors will donate all royalties from the sale of this
book to the Institute for Political Innovation.

Open Veins of Latin America
The founder of FiveThirtyEight.com challenges myths
about predictions in subjects ranging from the
financial market and weather to sports and politics,
profiling the world of prediction to explain how
readers can distinguish true signals from hype, in a
report that also reveals the sources and societal costs
of wrongful predictions.

Noise Music
Anthem is a dystopian fiction novella by Ayn Rand,
written in 1937, and first published in 1938 in
England. The story unfolds within a society in which
all traces of individualism have been eliminated from
every aspect of life—use of the word 'I' is a capital
offense. The hero, a rebel who discovers that man's
greatest moral duty is the pursuit of his own
happiness, embodies the values the author embraced
in her personal philosophy of objectivism—reason,
ethics, volition, and individualism. Hailed by The New
York Times as "a compelling dystopian look at
paranoia from one of the most unique and perceptive
writers of our time," this brief, captivating novel offers
a cautionary tale.

Anthem
In The Sonic Episteme Robin James examines how
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twenty-first-century conceptions of sound as acoustic
resonance shape notions of the social world,
personhood, and materiality in ways that support
white supremacist capitalist patriarchy. Drawing on
fields ranging from philosophy and sound studies to
black feminist studies and musicology, James shows
how what she calls the sonic episteme—a set of
sound-based rules that qualitatively structure social
practices in much the same way that neoliberalism
uses statistics—employs a politics of exception to
maintain hegemonic neoliberal and biopolitical
projects. Where James sees the normcore
averageness of Taylor Swift and Spandau Ballet as
contributing to the sonic episteme's marginalization
of nonnormative conceptions of gender, race, and
personhood, the black feminist political ontologies she
identifies in Beyoncé's and Rihanna's music challenge
such marginalization. In using sound to theorize
political ontology, subjectivity, and power, James
argues for the further articulation of sonic practices
that avoid contributing to the systemic relations of
domination that biopolitical neoliberalism creates and
polices.

Listening through the Noise
"[Leppert's] originality is immensely encouraging to
those of us who are convinced that musicology is
undergoing a paradigmatic change."—Derek B. Scott,
author of The Singing Bourgeois "A wonderfully
stimulating book. . . . Will be of great importance to
musicologists and students of culture
generally."—Ruth Solie, editor of Musicology and
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Difference

The Politics Industry
Fascism vs. Capitalism: The Central Ideological
Conflict of Our Times
“Fascism” has become a term of general derision and
rebuke. It is tossed casually in the direction of
anything a critic happens to dislike.
But fascism is a real political and economic concept,
not a stick with which to beat opponents arbitrarily.
The abuse of this important word undermines its true
value as a term referring to a very real phenomenon,
and one whose spirit lives on even now.
Fascism is a specific ideology based on the idea that
the state is the ideal organization for realizing a
society’s and an individual’s potential economically,
socially, and even spiritually.
The state, for the fascist, is the instrument by which
the people’s common destiny is realized, and in which
the potential for greatness is to be found. Individual
rights, and the individual himself, are strictly
subordinate to the state’s great and glorious goals for
the nation. In foreign affairs, the fascist attitude is
reflected in a belligerent chauvinism, a contempt for
other peoples, and a society-wide reverence for
soldiers and the martial virtues.
Lew Rockwell, in this new volume, examines the
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starkly contrasting systems of capitalism and fascism,
noting pro-fascist trends in recent decades as well as
the larger historical trends in the United States and
internationally.
In Section One, Rockwell focuses on the nature of
fascism and its influence in Western society, with a
focus on American political and economic
institutions.
In Section Two, Rockwell examines capitalism as the
enemy of, and antidote to fascism.
Combining economics, history, and political
philosophy, this book doesn’t just provide a diagnosis
of what ails American and Western society, but also
sheds light on how we might repair the damage that
has been done, and with the help of the intellectual
work of great minds like Murray Rothbard and Ron
Paul, we might as a society shed the fascism of our
times and look to freedom instead.

Noise, Water, Meat
In the passionate debate that currently rages over
globalization, critics have been heard blaming it for a
host of ills afflicting poorer nations, everything from
child labor to environmental degradation and cultural
homogenization. Now Jagdish Bhagwati, the
internationally renowned economist, takes on the
critics, revealing that globalization, when properly
governed, is in fact the most powerful force for social
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good in the world today. Drawing on his unparalleled
knowledge of international and development
economics, Bhagwati explains why the "gotcha"
examples of the critics are often not as compelling as
they seem. With the wit and wisdom for which he is
renowned, Bhagwati convincingly shows that
globalization is part of the solution, not part of the
problem. This edition features a new afterword by the
author, in which he counters recent writings by
prominent journalist Thomas Friedman and the Nobel
Laureate economist Paul Samuelson and argues that
current anxieties about the economic implications of
globalization are just as unfounded as were the
concerns about its social effects.

Sound and Sentiment
"The Sound Studies Reader is a groundbreaking
anthology blending recent work that self-consciously
describes itself as 'sound studies' with earlier and
lesser known scholarship on sound. The collection
begins with an introduction to welcome novice
readers to the field and acquaint them with key
themes and concepts in sound studies. Individual
section introductions give readers further background
on the essays and an extensive up to date
bibliography for further reading in 'sound studies'
make this an original and accessible guide to the
field"--

Decomposed
Bangkok Is Ringing is an on-the-ground sound studies
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analysis of the political protests that transformed
Thailand in 2010-11. Bringing the reader through
sixteen distinct "sonic niches" where dissidents used
media to broadcast to both local and diffuse
audiences, the book catalogues these mass protests
in a way that few movements have ever been
catalogued. The Red Shirt and Yellow Shirt protests
that shook Thailand took place just before other
international political movements, including the Arab
Spring and Occupy Wall Street. Bangkok Is Ringing
analyzes the Thai protests in comparison with these,
seeking to understand the logic not only of political
change in Thailand, but across the globe. The book is
attuned to sound in a great variety of forms. Author
Benjamin Tausig traces the history and use in protest
of specific media forms, including community radio,
megaphones, CDs, and live concerts. The research
took place over the course of sixteen months, and the
author worked closely with musicians, concert
promoters, activists, and rank-and-file protesters. The
result is a detailed and sensitive ethnography that
argues for an understanding of sound and political
movements in tandem. In particular, it emphasizes
the necessity of thinking through constraint as a
fundamental condition of both political movements
and the sound that these movements produce. In
order to produce political transformations, Bangkok Is
Ringing argues, dissidents must be sensitive to the
ways that their sounding is constrained and
channeled.

Reverberations
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A detailed critical examination of the concept of
noise, its significance in scientific disciplines, and its
use and misuse in the humanities and sonic arts. In
this wide-ranging inquiry, Inigo Wilkins elaborates the
theoretical and practical significance of the concept of
noise with regard to current debates concerning
realism, materialism, and rationality. Drawing on
contemporary scientific thinking, Wilkins develops a
multilevel analysis of noise, exploring the associated
notions of randomness and unpredictability across
different disciplinary contexts. Wilkins articulates
noise within a functionalist-computationalist
philosophical framework that follows Wilfrid Sellars's
inferentialist account of reason through his
commentaries on Hume and Kant. Outlining the
significance of noise to information theory and
cybernetics, its relation to thermodynamics, dynamic
systems theory, evolutionary biology, and complexity
theory, and to recent theories in cognitive science
and AI, he goes on to examine how randomness and
noise are pertinent to political economy and
contemporary finance. Finally, Wilkins explores noise
in its specifically sonic guise, looking in particular at
the phenomenology of listening and
neurophenomenological models of auditory cognition,
and situating the use of noise in experimental and
popular music within a deep historical account of its
evolutionary development. The central aim of this
pioneering critical work is to demystify noise--to
counter the neoliberal politics of self-organizing
systems and the tendency to fetishize indeterminacy
in contemporary art--by showing how constrained
randomness is intrinsic to the functional organization
of complex hierarchically nested systems, including
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higher cognition, and how the navigation of noise is a
necessary condition of reason and consequently of
freedom.

Quiet Politics and Business Power
Given than hip hop music alone has generated more
than a billion dollars in sales, the absence of a major
black record company is disturbing. Even Motown is
now a subsidiary of the Universal Music Group.
Nonetheless, little has been written about the
economic relationship between African-Americans and
the music industry. This anthology dissects
contemporary trends in the music industry and
explores how blacks have historically interacted with
the business as artists, business-people and
consumers.

In Defense of Globalization
Sound coming from outside the field of vision, from
somewhere beyond, holds a privileged place in the
Western imagination. When separated from their
source, sounds seem to manifest transcendent
realms, divine powers, or supernatural forces.
According to legend, the philosopher Pythagoras
lectured to his disciples from behind a veil, and two
thousand years later, in the age of absolute music,
listeners were similarly fascinated with disembodied
sounds, employing various techniques to isolate
sounds from their sources. With recording and radio
came spatial and temporal separation of sounds from
sources, and new ways of composing music. Sound
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Unseen: Acousmatic Sound in Theory and Practice
explores the phenomenon of acousmatic sound. An
unusual and neglected word, "acousmatic" was first
introduced into modern parlance in the mid-1960s by
avant garde composer of musique concrète Pierre
Schaeffer to describe the experience of hearing a
sound without seeing its cause. Working through, and
often against, Schaeffer's ideas, Brian Kane presents
a powerful argument for the central yet overlooked
role of acousmatic sound in music aesthetics, sound
studies, literature, philosophy and the history of the
senses. Kane investigates acousmatic sound from a
number of methodological perspectives -- historical,
cultural, philosophical and musical -- and provides a
framework that makes sense of the many surprising
and paradoxical ways that unseen sound has been
understood. Finely detailed and thoroughly
researched, Sound Unseen pursues unseen sounds
through a stunning array of cases -- from Bayreuth to
Kafka's "Burrow," Apollinaire to Zizek, music and
metaphysics to architecture and automata, and from
Pythagoras to the present-to offer the definitive
account of acousmatic sound in theory and practice.
The first major study in English of Pierre Schaeffer's
theory of "acousmatics," Sound Unseen is an essential
text for scholars of philosophy of music, electronic
music, sound studies, and the history of the senses.

The Signal and the Noise
Resonances is a compelling collection of new essays
by scholars, writers and musicians, all seeking to
explore and enlighten this field of study. Noise seems
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to stand for a lack of aesthetic grace, to alienate or
distract rather than enrapture. And yet the drones of
psychedelia, the racket of garage rock and punk, the
thudding of rave, the feedback of shoegaze and postrock, the bombast of thrash and metal, the clatter of
jungle and the stuttering of electronica, together with
notable examples of avant-garde noise art, have all
found a place in the history of contemporary musics,
and are recognised as representing key evolutionary
moments. Noise therefore is the untold story of
contemporary popular music, and in a critical
exploration of noise lies the possibility of a new
narrative: one that is wide-ranging, connects the
popular to the underground and avant-garde, fully
posits the studio as a musical instrument, and
demands new critical and theoretical paradigms of
those seeking to write about music.

R&B, Rhythm and Business
[In this book, the author's] analysis of the effects and
causes of capitalist underdevelopment in Latin
America present [an] account of Latin American
history. [The author] shows how foreign companies
reaped huge profits through their operations in Latin
America. He explains the politics of the Latin
American bourgeoisies and their subservience to
foreign powers, and how they interacted to create
increasingly unequal capitalist societies in Latin
America.-Back cover.

The Sight of Sound
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In Sounds of the Underground, Stephen Graham
examines the largely unexplored terrain of
underground music-exploratory forms of musicmaking, such as noise, free improvisation, and
extreme metal, that exist outside or on the fringes of
mainstream culture, generally independent from both
the market and from traditional high-art institutions.
Until now there has been little scholarly discussion of
underground music and its cultural, political, and
aesthetic importance. In addition to providing a muchneeded historical outline of this diverse scene,
Stephen Graham focuses on the digital age, showing
the underground and its fringes as based largely in
radical anti-capitalist politics and aesthetics, tied to
the political contexts and structures of latecapitalism. Sounds of the Underground explores these
various ideas of separation and capture through
interviews and analysis, developing a critical account
of both the music and its political and cultural
economy. Book jacket.

Bangkok is Ringing
The post–Civil Rights era was marked by an explosion
of black political thought and aesthetics. Reflecting a
shifting horizon of expectations around race relations,
the unconventional sounds of free jazz coupled with
experimental literary creation nuanced the push
toward racial equality and enriched the possibilities
for aesthetic innovation within the Black Arts
Movement. In Imagine the Sound, Carter Mathes
demonstrates how African American writers used
sound to further artistic resistance within a rapidly
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transforming political and racial landscape. While
many have noted the oral and musical qualities of
African American poetry from the post–Civil Rights
period, Mathes points out how the political
implications of dissonance, vibration, and resonance
produced in essays, short stories, and novels
animated the ongoing struggle for equality. Situating
literary works by Henry Dumas, Larry Neal, and Toni
Cade Bambara in relation to the expansive ideas of
sound proposed by free jazz musicians such as Marion
Brown and Sun Ra, not only does this book illustrate
how the presence of sound can be heard and read as
political, but it recuperates critically neglected, yet
important, writers and musicians. Ultimately, Mathes
details how attempts to capture and render sound
through the medium of writing enable writers to
envision alternate realities and resistance outside of
the linear frameworks offered by the Civil Rights and
Black Power movements. In precise and elegant
prose, Mathes shows how in conceptualizing sound,
African American writers opened up the political
imaginations of their readers. By exploring this
intellectual convergence of literary artistry,
experimental music, and sound theory, Imagine the
Sound reveals how taking up radically new forms of
expression allows us to speak to the complexities of
race and political resistance.

Fascism versus Capitalism
Noise permeates our highly mediated and globalised
cultures. Noise as art, music, cultural or digital
practice is a way of intervening so that it can be
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harnessed for an aesthetic expression not caught
within mainstream styles or distribution. This wideranging book examines the concept and practices of
noise, treating noise not merely as a sonic
phenomenon but as an essential component of all
communication and information systems. The book
opens with ideas of what noise is, and then works
through ideas of how noise works in contemporary
media, to conclude by showing potentials within noise
for a continuing cultural renovation through
experimentation. Considered in this way, noise is
seen as an essential yet excluded element of
contemporary culture that demands a rigorous
engagement. Reverberations brings together a range
of perspectives, case studies, critiques and
suggestions as to how noise can mobilize thought and
cultural activity through a heightening of critical
creativity.Written by a strong, international line-up of
scholars and artists, Reverberations looks to energize
this field of study and initiate debates for years to
come.

Sound Unseen
A look at the future world order forecasts a dramatic
reordering of geopolitical and economic forces, hightech economies, and a world of privileged elites
surrounded by a vast array of impoverished nomads

Noise
Contemporary electronic music has splintered into
numerous genres and subgenres, all of which share a
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concern with whether sound, in itself, bears meaning.
Listening through the Noise considers how the
experience of listening to electronic music constitutes
a departure from the expectations that have long
governed music listening in the West.

The Sonic Episteme
Listening - Sacrificing - Representing - Repeating Composing - The politics of silence and sound, by
Susan McClary.

Sound Ideas
As scores of crises over the past century have shown,
the stock market is manipulable and manipulated.
The market is composed of human-made machines,
which are affected by a lack of predictability more
fundamental than the human: the noise of the
material world. N. Adriana Knouf draws on historical
and contemporary documents to show how
noise—sonic, informatic, or otherwise—affects the
ways in which financial markets function. How Noise
Matters to Finance draws on different forms of
financial noise, paying attention to how materiality
and the interference of humans and machines causes
the meanings of noise to shift over space and time.
Forerunners is a thought-in-process series of
breakthrough digital works. Written between fresh
ideas and finished books, Forerunners draws on
scholarly work initiated in notable blogs, social media,
conference plenaries, journal articles, and the synergy
of academic exchange. This is gray literature
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publishing: where intense thinking, change, and
speculation take place in scholarship.

Listening and Voice
A fascinating study of subcultural musics and their
cultural identities.

Making Noise
The contributors to Sounds of Vacation examine the
commodification of music and sound at popular
vacation destinations throughout the Caribbean in
order to tease out the relationships between political
economy, hospitality, and the legacies of slavery and
colonialism. Drawing on case studies from Barbados,
the Bahamas, Guadeloupe, Saint Martin, and Saint
Lucia, the contributors point to the myriad ways live
performances, programmed music, and the sonic
environment heighten tourists' pleasurable vacation
experience. They explore, among other topics, issues
of authenticity in Bahamian music; efforts to give
tourists in Barbados peace and quiet at a former site
of colonial violence; and how resort soundscapes
extend beyond music to encompass the speech
accents of local residents. Through interviews with
resort managers, musicians, and hospitality workers,
the contributors also outline the social, political, and
economic pressures and interests that affect musical
labor and the social encounters of musical production.
In so doing, they prompt a rethinking of how to
account for music and sound's resonances in
postcolonial spaces. Contributors. Jerome Camal,
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Timothy Rommen

The Sound Studies Reader
Noise/Music looks at the phenomenon of noise in
music, from experimental music of the early 20th
century to the Japanese noise music and glitch
electronica of today. It situates different musics in
their cultural and historical context, and analyses
them in terms of cultural aesthetics. Paul Hegarty
argues that noise is a judgement about sound, that
what was noise can become acceptable as music, and
that in many ways the idea of noise is similar to the
idea of the avant-garde. While it provides an excellent
historical overview, the book's main concern is in the
noise music that has emerged since the mid 1970s,
whether through industrial music, punk, free jazz, or
the purer noise of someone like Merzbow. The book
progresses seamlessly from discussions of John Cage,
Erik Satie, and Pauline Oliveros through to bands like
Throbbing Gristle and the Boredoms. Sharp and
erudite, and underpinned throughout by the ideas of
thinkers like Adorno and Deleuze, Noise/Music is the
perfect primer for anyone interested in the louder
side of experimental music.

How Noise Matters to Finance
How are national identities constructed and
articulated through music? Popular music has long
been associated with political dissent, and the nation
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state has consistently demonstrated a determination
to seek out and procure for itself a stake in the
management of 'its' popular musics. Similarly, popular
musics have been used 'from the ground up' as sites
for both populist and popular critiques of nationalist
sentiment, from the position of both a globalizing and
a 'local' vernacular culture. The contributions in this
book arrive at a critical moment in the development
of the study of national cultures and musicology. The
book ranges from considerations of the ideological
focus of cultural nationalism through to analyses of
musical hybridity and musical articulations of other
kinds of identities at odds with national identity. The
processes of global homogenization are thereby
shown to have brought about a transitional crisis for
national cultural identities: the evolution of these
identities, particularly with reference to the concept
of 'authenticity' in music, is situated within broader
debates on power, political economy and
constructions of the self. Theorizations of practice are
employed after the manner of Bourdieu, Gramsci,
Goffman, Gadamer, Habermas, Bhabha, Lacan and
Zizek. Each contribution acts as a case study to
characterize the strategies through which differing
modes of musical discourse engage, critique or
obscure discourses on national identity. The studies
include discussions of: musical representations of
Irishness; the relationship between Afropop and World
Music; Norwegian club music; the revival of traditional
music in Serbia; resistance to cultural homogeneity in
Brazil; contemporary Uyghur song in Northwest China;
rap and race in French society; technobanda from the
barrios of Los Angeles, and Spanish/Moroccan raï. In
this way, the book seeks to characterize the
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ideological configurations that help to activate and
sustain hegemonic, amb

Queer Noises
Audible Geographies in Latin America examines the
audibility of place as a racialized phenomenon. It
argues that place is not just a geographical or political
notion, but also a sensorial one, shaped by the
specific profile of the senses engaged through
different media. Through a series of cases, the book
examines racialized listening criteria and practices in
the formation of ideas about place at exemplary
moments between the 1890s and the 1960s. Through
a discussion of Louis Moreau Gottschalk’s last
concerts in Rio de Janeiro, and a contemporary sound
installation involving telegraphs by Otávio Schipper
and Sérgio Krakowski, Chapter 1 proposes a link
between a sensorial economy and a political economy
for which the racialized and commodified body serves
as an essential feature of its operation. Chapter 2
analyzes resonance as a racialized concept through
an examination of phonograph demonstrations in Rio
de Janeiro and research on dancing manias and
hypnosis in Salvador da Bahia in the 1890s. Chapter 3
studies voice and speech as racialized movements,
informed by criminology and the proscriptive norms
defining “white” Spanish in Cuba. Chapter 4 unpacks
conflicting listening criteria for an optics of blackness
in “national” sounds, developed according to a
gendered set of premises that moved freely between
diaspora and empire, national territory and the
fraught politics of recorded versus performed music in
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the early 1930s. Chapter 5, in the context of Cuban
Revolutionary cinema of the 1960s, explores the
different facets of noise—both as a racialized and
socially relevant sense of sound and as a feature and
consequence of different reproduction and
transmission technologies. Overall, the book argues
that these and related instances reveal how sound
and listening have played more prominent roles than
previously acknowledged in place-making in the
specific multi-ethnic, colonial contexts characterized
by diasporic populations in Latin America and the
Caribbean.
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